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Welcome to family-friendly dining
D ining out with children isn't

always a pleasure. For
years, my husband and I

have chosen not to eat out with the
children because it can become
more stress than it's worth.
With one - now age 12 - super

fussy; mealtimes aren't always the
most fun at bome, let alone at a
restaurant where options may be
limited.
But, when it comes to

birthdays, the celebrations aren't
completed without a nice slap-up
dinner out. So, when my husband
Mark's special day came around,
we thought we'd throw caution to
the wind and take the children to
Tutti Tuscan Grille, at Freeport,
Braintree.
What a brilliant decision that

was. So often you find chefs who
won't adapt what's on their menu.
But, at Tutti, children are
encouraged to create their own
meal with the build your own
pizza (£4.25). Fusspot Ellie was in
her' element when she realised
she could pick exactly what she
had on ber pizza, even if that did
mean no tomato sauce ...
At the other extreme, we have a

ten-year-old who loves her grub
and has developed an expensive
taste for steak. In the normal run
of things, we would gently steer
her away from the steak section of
a menu in favour of a more
affordable children's dish. But, at
Tutti, Ava was thrilled to see
chargrilled steak (£6.95) on the
Grande Kids menu - "meals for
trainee adults".
With the girls happy with their

selection and enjoying the paper
and pencils given to them by our

waitress to pass the time, Mark
and I enjoyed our starters of
asparagus and prosciutto with
poached egg and hollandaise
sauce (£7.50) and mozzarella en
carrozza (£5.50) - homemade
mozzarella fingers, crumbed and
deep fried, served with sticky
redpeppajam. My asparagus dish
was from the new menu and was a
delightful combination of
flavours I'd never tried before.
Mark said his mozzarella sticks
had the perfect creamy texture.
Despite the slightly alternative

concoction, Ellie was pleased
with her self-designed pizza and
happily ate the lot, declaring: "I
love it here, I can request exactly
what Iwant and they will do it for
me." Ava oohed and ahhed her
way through her grown-up steak
dish, before saying: "I've actually
never seen steak on a children's
menu; it's great that I can have it
here!"
Mark opted for sizzling Cajun

chicken (£11.75), which came with
fried onions, string fries and
soured cream, while Ichose one of
my favourites, teriyaki salmon
(£11.75), another new addition to
the menu. My large portion of
salmon was served on a bed of
noodles with honey and sesame
seeds, giving a really authentic,
sweet flavour;
Desserttime was never going to

fail to impress the girls. Ellie
downed the ice cream and choc
sauce (£1.95) from the children's
menu, while Ava - with her big
appetite - tackled the Tutti toffee
sundae (£4.95) from the adult's
selection. Mark and Ipicked our
favourites - him the sticky toffee
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pudding (£4.95), me the creme
brulee (£4.65). This final course
was enjoyed so thoroughly; we had
no room for the birthday cake -
secretly taken in by me,

beautifully decorated on a plate
by the staff and delivered to the
birthday boy to a round of Happy
Birthday from everyone around
us.

Next time we have an occasion-
or have simply been shopping
with the girls - we will ALL look
forward to a delicious and
enjoyable meal out together at

Tutti.
• Tutti Tuscan Grille, Freeport,
Charter Way;Braintree Find out
more online at
www.tuttigrille.com

http://www.tuttigrille.com

